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Today in luxury:

There is a reason the luxury watch market is dominated by this kind of timepiece

The word "automatic" acts as a dividing line in the world of timepieces. Cross this threshold and you've entered the
realm of finely made feats of engineering, often with hundreds of pieces working in sync to power the watch and
keep time. On the other side: infinitely more affordable quartz watches. If you're seriouslike, thousands of dollars
seriousabout watches, you probably find yourself on the "automatic" side of the divide, says GQ.

Click here to read the entire story on GQ

BMW CEO future in doubt as tensions erupt over epic shift

BMW AG Chief Executive Officer Harald Krueger's job is hanging in the balance as the luxury carmaker steers
through a fundamental shift toward electric and autonomous vehicles as well as weakening markets, people
familiar with the discussions said to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Chanel opens first seasonal boutique in Turkey at Mandarin Oriental Hotel Bodrum

For its first seasonal boutique in Turkey, CHANEL has opened at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel, Bodrum. Open until
September of this year, the boutique houses a large selection of handbags, accessories, shoes and ready-to-wear,
according to Haute Living.

Click here to read the entire story on Haute Living

Riccardo Tisci unveils his all-encompassing vision for Burberry resort
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It is  a new dawn, a new day, a new story both for me and for Burberry," smiled Riccardo Tisci of his Burberry debut
late last year. "I want to sustain the heritage, but I also want to go with the time, with modernity." What he has achieved
in the eight months since he presented his first collection has been testament to the fact: British tradition (pussy bow
blouses and beige skirt suits) positioned against new-gen attire (sports jackets and tracksuits). But where those
categories have been formally segregated until now referred to by the terms "ladies and gentlemen" versus "boys
and girls" and, last season, with each given their own distinct showspaces for his Resort collection, T isci has begun
to blur the divide, says Vogue.

Click here to read the entire story on Vogue
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